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AN AUTUMN PRAYER 
Joyce Rupp  
adapted by Lisa Enns for use in worship at CMC on October 9, 2022

Cornstalks once tall and green
are now brown, dried, surrendered,
ears of corn with full kernels
shaped and turned golden
in a summer of sunshine and rain.
They fill to fullness wide wagons,
falling now into tall, round bins,
copious in their generosity,
abundant in unrestrained harvest.

This plenitude of the land
signals our own gathering of grain
as we turn to the bounty
found in the field of our hearts.

All those daily gifts
that grace our humble paths
come tumbling forth,
like a harvest of golden goodness.

They are our bin-full, our Thanksgiving treasure,
our wide wagon of richness.
They are our sureness that you, O God of the harvest, still celebrate each 
change of season.

O God, we celebrate YOU as we go through this time of transition - as 
leaves fade and sail to the ground; as gardens and fields give of their gifts; 
as frost shakes the warmth out of fall weather and lets us know that winter 
IS coming. This mysterious time of year is enriched by colour and beauty 
while wrapped in sadness and decay. We hear the geese flying overhead as 
their hearts lean towards the sun. We pray for that same inner sensing to 
be aware of our leaning towards you, towards what is being called forth in 
the depths of ourselves.

Beyond us, in distant places, there are other seasons of the earth and of the 
spirit. Wars with weapons are mixed with struggles of greed and power. 
Little children yearn to be fed and old people dream of days when there 
was peace enough for all.

We are autumn, Thanksgiving people. We are always called to be in the 
process of growing and changing. Faithful God, open our minds and 
hearts to this season of dying, and growth in dying. May we trust you, 
God, as you call us to grow. May we find hope as we enter willingly into 
that journey. Amen.



EDITORIAL 
Wendy Dueck

It is late Fall and our church is a buzz with activity. COVID is still with us, 
however we are cautiously going forward. This edition highlights many of 
our returning programs. Thank you to all the people who serve in various 
capacities and help make us a welcoming community. I want to highlight 
the current fundraising dinners to support the large group of youth who 
served at camp this summer. Please sign up, if you haven’t already, to enjoy 
food and friendship.  If you are unable to attend, your financial support is 
still welcome. The pastoral search committee has announced that Jonathan 
Neufeld will be candidating for the position of co-pastor the weekend of 
November 12-13. Let’s stand together as we vote the following week on 
this significant decision.

CAMP FUNDRAISER 
Eric Fast

When the Mission and Service Committee discovered that the Camp 
Fund was in deficit to the tune of $15,000 because our Church sponsored 
ten young camp workers from our congregation, we strongly felt that we 
needed to organize a fundraising drive. When compared to the amounts 
raised in previous camp fund-raising drives and what was required this 
year, the difference was large. How then to raise more money?

Some months ago, Kathy and I tried to count how many CMC church 
members’ homes we’ve been invited to for a meal over the many years 
that we’ve been attending CMC. The numbers were surprisingly few, yet 
we all know that people love good food and company. Could we parlay 
this into a fund-raising drive? We then got the idea of having a “Guess 
who’s coming over for dinner?” fund-raiser. However, for this to work, 
considering the amount of money needing to be raised, many host 
families would have to be willing to host a meal. If it worked, it could 
create more interest in church members donating to the Camp Fund, as 
well as auguring a greater sense of church community with people being 
invited into church members’ homes for a meal and fellowship. 

We sent emails out to church members asking whether they would be 
willing to host a meal for the CMC community, with the intent of raising 
funds for the CMC Camp Fund. The response has been overwhelmingly 
positive. Over 20 households have now offered to host people for a camp 
fund-raising meal, and many CMC people have signed up for the meals.

The fundraising drive will support the following campworkers:

 Bogoya Enns, Natasha  Dyck, Micah 
  Huebner, Jonah   Huebner, Miriam 
  Lobe, Simon   Lobe, Sophia 
  Obonde, Geno   Smith, Alayna 
  Smith, Laurel   Soto Payares, Diana



STATEMENT ON PAPAL APOLOGY 
The Honourable Murray Sinclair, former senator and chair of the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC), issued the following 
statement:

I want to recognize the importance of the Pope’s apology to Survivors, 
their families, and communities. For many Survivors, I know that hearing 
the words of contrition from the Pope was, and is, an important factor in 
their personal recoveries and growth. My thoughts and prayers were with 
them as they listened.

When we set out Call to Action 58 in the TRC final report, the goal 
was always to have Survivors hear first-hand not only remorse, but an 
acceptance of responsibility for what they were put through at the hands 
of the Church and other institutions.

Despite this historic apology, the Holy Father’s statement has left a 
deep hole in the acknowledgement of the full role of the Church in the 
Residential School system, by placing blame on individual members of 
the Church. It is important to underscore that the Church was not just an 
agent of the state, nor simply a participant in government policy, but was a 
lead co-author of the darkest chapters in the history of this land.

Driven by the Doctrine of Discovery and other Church beliefs and 
doctrines, Catholic leaders not only enabled the Government of Canada, 
but pushed it even further in its work to commit cultural genocide of 
Indigenous peoples. In many instances, it was not just a collaboration, but 
an instigation. There are clear examples in our history where the Church 
called for the Government of Canada to be more aggressive and bold in its 
work to destroy Indigenous culture, traditional practices and beliefs.

It was more than the work of a few bad actors — this was a concerted 
institutional effort to remove children from their families and cultures, all 
in the name of Christian supremacy.

While an apology has been made, the same doctrine is in place. The Pope 
and the Church remain silent on the most problematic tenets of its belief 
system: that Indigenous peoples in Canada and around the world should 
not have the right to practice their own faith, cultures, and traditions.

Reconciliation requires action, not passiveness. The UN Declaration on 
the Right of Indigenous Peoples specifically calls for action to assist in 
restoring culture, beliefs, and traditions destroyed through past actions as, 
to fail to do so, allows for the destructive agency to live with the benefit 
from those past misdeeds. For the children and descendants of Survivors, 
it is not enought htat you have stopped abusing them, you must act to help 
them recover, as well as commit to never doing this again.

As the Pope continues his pilgrimage this week to meet First Nations, 
Metis, and Inuit Survivors, I hope he will take this to heart. There is a 



better path that the Church — and all Canadians — can indeed follow: 
taking responsibility for past actions and resolving to do better on this 
journey of reconciliation.

We must commit ourselves to talk to and about each other with respect.

A Facebook response on the Pope’s visit to Canada, July 24 to 29, 2022, from 
Rick Cober Bauman, MCC Canada, July 25, 2022: 
“Although Christian charity was not absent, and there were many 
outstanding instances of devotion and care for children, the overall effects 
of the policies linked to the residential schools were catastrophic. What 
our Christian faith tells us is that this was a disastrous error, incompatible 
with the gospel of Jesus Christ.”

Editor’s note: On his flight home, Pope Francis acknowledged that what was 
experienced in the Canadian residential schools, was “genocide”.

SUMMER WORSHIP SERIES 
Lisa Enns  

Our CMC worship during the summer of 2022 was focused around 
“What does the Church Look Like Elsewhere?” With the Mennonite 
World Conference Assembly happening in Indonesia in early July, as well 
as the Mennonite Church Canada “We Declare” gathering happening 
in Edmonton at the end of July, the Worship Committee decided that it 
would be interesting to spend the summer weeks reflecting on the church, 
gathered and scattered; essentially, where and how some of our members 
have experienced church beyond the walls of CMC. These Sundays from 
July 3 until September 4 included the following:
• Pat Turenne, reflecting on her years spent in the Catholic Church 

tradition;
• Mennonite World Conference worship in Indonesia, video sermon and 

singing;
• Cornel & Martha Rempel, sharing about various church communities 

experienced elsewhere;
• the Sunday worship service live streamed from MC Canada’s 

‘Gathering’ in Edmonton, with sermon by our denominational 
Executive Minister, Doug Klassen;

• Dave Epp reflecting on growing up in the church in Taiwan;
• Kathy & Eric Fast sharing about the church in Zambia, including a 

video-recorded interview with a church leader of the Brethren in Christ 
church;

• Peter & Elsie Rempel reflecting on their church experience in Germany;
• Edna & John Peters sharing about various church experiences in 

different locations they have lived; and lastly,
• Camps with Meaning summer camp staff sharing about how they 

experienced God and Church at camp this summer.



It was a rich journey, learning about different seasons in people’s lives and 
what the church meant to them in those various settings, learning about 
different cultural and religious rituals and worship, relationships and 
faith. Thank you to all who shared in that series - it was meaningful and 
rich, indeed, as we caught glimpses of God profoundly at work in many 
different places and people!

EXERCISE CLASS
Ruth Schroeder

Every Tuesday and Friday morning, from  
10:30-11:30, the sound of chatting and laughing 
fills the sanctuary and foyer as the exercise 
group, “Movers and Shakers” meets. We exercise 
together and  grow our strength and confidence 
in the sturdy bodies we have. Walking, strength 
exercises, stretching and movement to music 
challenge our coordination and determination! 
All of the movement and exercises can be 
modified so that people of all abilities can join in. We operate as a drop-in, 
so everyone can feel free to join us when they can. Ask one of our regulars 
to explain the “ladder” or the “whoopsie!” or “angry baby”!

SUNDAY SCHOOL AT CMC
Linda Claassen 

While reading the Canadian Mennonite recently, several phrases and 
articles resonated with me with regards to our Sunday School program. 
One of these “Lament for Sunday School” by Ruth Boehm was painful to 
read. After two plus years of COVID planning and pivoting, she laments 
the end of Sunday School as it was, while at the same time holds onto 
hope. Another article by Bill Christieson calls for a “narrative of hope” 
when facing transitions in our churches post-pandemic. As I think of our 
Sunday School program this year, there have been some discouraging 
times as we wait for more children to come back but there have also been 
times of hope and excitement.

Laura Thiessen filled a full slate of teachers for this fall term and is already 
starting to plan for the Advent Sunday School program. I’m so thankful 
for all her work on this and for the teachers who come each week, excited 
to connect with the kids/youth and share the stories of God and God’s 
people. The teachers include Charlotte Martens, Byron Neufeld, Laura 
Thiessen, Julia Thiessen, Tamara Petkau, Janice Friesen, and Linda 
Claassen.

There are three classes of kids from ages 3 to grade 6, and a Junior High/
Youth class (these two groups have joined together for this year due to 
low attendance). The children from age 3 to grade 6 gather together to 



sing before dispersing into their classrooms. Vanessa Wiehler leads the 
singing while Mark Wiehler or Jeremy Wiebe accompanies on the guitar. 
The kids (and teachers) enjoy the old familiar camp songs and are learning 
new ones. We then divide into our classes to share the story and engage in 
related activities. The theme of the fall term is “Fall of a Kingdom” which 
deals with various stories in the Old Testament.

I’m so thankful for the children of our church. They hold so much 
wisdom, they can make us laugh, and they bring new ways of looking at 
old stories - definitely all signs of hope.

AN UPDATE FOR FELLOWSHIP GROUPS
Ruth Friesen 

TRAILBLAZERS

Trailblazers started in the days of Fred Unruh, when he suggested that 
seniors meet for a fellowship breakfast once a month. And so it happened 
that we met in a Polo Park restaurant during the winter months for about 
two years. Several years later, under the leadership of Susan Froese and 
others, seniors started meeting at the church on Saturday mornings once a 
month. Leo Driedger suggested the name Trailblazers and since there were 
no other suggestions, it stuck. After Susan Froese had provided leadership 
for several years, Ruth Friesen, with help from Rudy, took over this task.

The format has remained the same all these years. Meeting dates are 
announced in the bulletin. Everyone  brings a breakfast dish to share.  
Usual attendance is between 16 and 24 people. 

We have speakers, travel reports, or reports on special projects at our 
meetings. We also have taken a few trips outside the city. Sharing stories, 
poems, writings, etc., have also been on the agenda. We are always open 
to hearing from individuals who have a report or an insight to share. 
However, many people say they just enjoy the visiting over breakfast.

SMALL GROUPS

Small groups, also known as K groups, started about 20 years ago so 
people in church could get to know each other better. Some of the groups 
have been together all this time and others have started or changed as 
the years went by. New people have come to our church; we would like 
to invite them to join a group so they can feel more at home as they get 
acquainted with more people.

At this time there are five active groups and at least one new one is 
being planned. Each group is structured in its own way. Most meet on a 
monthly basis and often in homes, sharing meals. During Covid some met 
on-line, others at the church due to social distancing, while others met 
intermittently. 



People are not required to join a group, but we would like to be able to 
have a group for anyone who desires this kind of fellowship. At this point 
we are working at finding places for new people to be part of a group or 
for people who would like to change groups. Contact Ruth if you are in 
any of these categories.

CONFESSIONS OF THE SUNDAY SEMINARS 
COORDINATOR
Peter Rempel 

Okay, this is the time and the opportunity to make some confessions 
about how I have coordinated Sunday Seminars. Here are my confessions:

1. Why the relabeling to Sunday Seminars? Attendance in the Bible Study 
class was declining, and the Peace and Justice class discontinued 
due a lack of volunteer coordinators. So, it seemed advisable and 
possible to continue with one class for Adult Education rather than 
two but in my opinion the topics and approach needed to combine 
study of the Bible and consideration of current issues. Furthermore, 
I wanted to move away from the stereotype that “Adult Education” 
was oriented to senior adults and to teaching content. With the label 
“Sunday Seminar” I hoped to attract younger adults and to signal that 
discussion would continue to be a key element. 

2. Why sessions on the visual arts in worship? Since I began sketching and 
drawing as a hobby a few years ago I became more attuned to the ways 
in which the visual arts can enhance our worship and meditation. And 
our new worship resource, Voices Together, includes several drawings 
for including in our worship 
practices. So, we began the Sunday 
Seminars this September with Kathy 
Fast and Lynette Wiebe presenting 
the banners we have displayed in the 
past and disclosing the thought and 
time they take in creating new ones. 
On the Sunday before Christmas, 
we will engage in Visio Divina 
by meditating on several pictures 
individually and collectively. 
Later in February we will watch a 
recent video depicting how various 
Mennonite congregations enhance 
their worship with visual art. 

3. Why sessions on missions under the theme “We Declare”? Recently 
our congregation has re-articulated its priorities and we have 
been prompted to re-consider our mission as a congregation and 
individuals in our community. On a broader scale, it has seemed to me 
that we as a denomination need to move beyond stereotyping mission 



as imposing our beliefs and standards on others. When I shifted 
from serving with MCC — focusing on relief, development, and 
peacemaking — to serving with our denominational mission agencies 
at the national and international level — focusing on evangelism, 
church planting and theological education, I had to review and clarify 
my convictions about the uniqueness of Christ, the scope of God’s 
salvation, the fate of non-Christians and more. I was not content with 
the theology which claimed salvation exclusively for Christians nor 
with a theology which rejected or avoided any evangelistic mission. 
So, I welcomed Mennonite Church Canada’s attention to mission 
and witness at its recent assembly and through its study guide on 
“We Declare what we have seen and heard” and suggested this as 
the main topic for our Sunday Seminars this fall. Then I drew on my 
connections to various staff and former missionaries to share their 
experiences and insights. We are in the midst of listening and learning 
from them. 

4. Why sessions on accompanying one another through mental health 
struggles? In addition to topics of a general interest, we also need to 
consider topics of a personal nature together. This was evident in the 
series of seminars on End of Life issues that were so well planned 
and conducted by Cornel Rempel and Lisa Enns last winter. This 
summer Menno Media published, and then recommended for study in 
congregations, a book on helping congregation support those who are 
suffering with mental health problems: Not Quite Fine: Mental Health, 
Faith, and Showing up for One Another by Carlene Hill Byron. We 
have among us, and in our families, persons who struggle with mental 
health. Perhaps we struggle personally. In the new year we will read 
and discuss this book, resourced by two mental health practitioners 
who are also members of our congregation: Marlene Permanand, 
Moira Somers and Cornel Rempel. 

5. Why study 1 Corinthians? The early church in Corinth faced challenges 
and conflicts over issues which churches continue to face — relating 
to sex, power, society’s values, worship preferences, and more. A 
review of the apostle Paul’s first letter to the church in Corinth will 
allow us to learn from his advice and to consider its applicability to 
our congregation and context. My friend, former executive minister 
of Mennonite Church, Dan Nighswander, with decades of experience 
in pastoral ministry, has written an excellent commentary on 1 
Corinthians for the Believers Church Bible Commentary series and 
provided a twelve-session interactive study guide. We will take up as 
many of these sessions as possible in spring. John Braun, our wise 
former pastor, and an avid student of the Pauline epistles, and I will 
moderate these sessions. 

6. Why coordinate Sunday Seminars alone? Coordinating the Sunday 
Seminars for the past three years — through the pandemic when these 
had to be conducted online — has been an outlet for my perception of 
the educational and discernment opportunities in our congregation. 



Coordinating these by myself with occasional consultations with 
attendees, with Education Commission chair Linda Claassen, and our 
pastors Lisa Enns and Jeff Friesen, has eliminated committee meetings 
and expedited decision-making. But the time has come to pass this 
task on to others. New volunteers are welcome.

P.S. One tip for a theme and guide for Sunday Seminars in fall 2023: 
God Provides Water, Shelter and Food written by Gordon Matties, with a 
leader’s guide prepared by Elsie Rempel.

IRMA HARDER
1930-2022

We are deeply saddened by the death of Irma Gladys (Epp) 
Harder, whose earthly pilgrimage came to a peaceful end in 
the early hours of October 25 just nine days short of her 92nd 
birthday. She leaves to mourn her husband Helmut, her sons 
Bryan (Cheryl Pauls) and Randall (Libid Zyla), and her four 
grandchildren Jonathan, Nicholas, William, and Kathryn. Irma 
was preceded in death by her daughter Marilee. 

Born in the village of Silberfeld, SK, Irma attended Waldheim 
High School and Briercrest Bible College before moving 
to southern Ontario. There she took great joy in teaching 
elementary school from 1952-59 and met her husband Helmut. They 
married in 1957 and soon after went off to Goshen, Indiana for further 
studies. In 1962 the Harders moved to Winnipeg and established a full life 
of family, friends, church, music, education, and community. With a keen 
artistic eye and gracious spirit, Irma took delight in spreading a lovely 
table for many guests over the years. 

Winnipeg was a wonderful place for Irma’s musical gifts to thrive. After 
completing an ARCT degree in vocal performance she pursued a fulfilling 
career as a singer and as a voice and piano teacher. She sang with the 
Manitoba Opera chorus for many seasons and as soprano soloist at First 
Presbyterian Church. She regularly sang and led congregational singing at 
her home church, Charleswood Mennonite, and in many retirement homes. 

Irma and Helmut traveled extensively to such faraway places as Russia, 
China, Paraguay, and throughout Europe, often sharing in music as they 
made new friends. Special highlights for Irma included spending a year in 
Taiwan and meeting the Pope while visiting the Vatican. 

The last few years were difficult for Irma as she struggled with memory 
loss, yet she faced her challenges with joy, gratitude, song, and strong 
Christian faith. She never forgot the words, chords, and melodies of her 
favourite hymns and would spend hours, even until recently, playing and 
singing her way through the hymnbook from cover to cover. Indeed, Irma 



sang her way through life, and through music and hospitality she brought 
joy to all who knew her. 

A Celebration of Life service will be held at Charleswood Mennonite 
Church (699 Haney St) on Thursday, November 3, at 11:00 a.m. with a 
viewing starting at 10:00 a.m. Light lunch to follow. 
Interment in the Arnaud Mennonite Church Cemetery. 
Donations in memory of Irma can be made to Canadian Mennonite 
University. 

Irma was a gracious and kind woman who shared her gifts of music and 
friendship with many in our church community.

LITTLE RAISINS…OUR CHURCH FAMILY NEWS
Wendy Dueck

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to River Woods and Beth Hamilton who were married 
on July 23rd. It was a celebratory and colourful occasion.

Erin Schroeder and Cameron Hoeppner are engaged and are having 
a small family wedding on November 14th. They plan to have a larger 
celebration next summer.

Our congratulations also go out to Les Zacharias and Evelyn Rempel 
Petkau who will celebrate their family wedding on December 10 at Camp 
Assiniboia.

At the end of August Martha and Cornel Rempel spent a wonderful week 
with family in Ottawa to participate in their grandson’s wedding. The 
ceremony for Alan Rempel and Jocelyn Veevers in the Anglican Church of 
the Ascension included a exceptional octet and meaningful liturgy.

ALASKA CRUISE
On September the 11th, Jake and Jean Rempel took all their children, 
grandchildren and great grandchildren on a cruise from Vancouver to 
Alaska and back to Vancouver. There were 20 people in total. They had 
a wonderful time together. Highlights were seeing the glaciers, bear, 
whales and beautiful scenery. The ship had great entertainment, several 
pools, reading rooms, play rooms for the new twins that came along, and 
a concert hall that seated over 2000 for nightly entertainment. Jake said, 
“We have been on many trips together, over the years. This one ranks at 
the top.” All of us will cherish this time together forever.



Jeff’s gift translation  
by Elsie Rempel

Menselyk Bedryf (author?)

The Teacher

The century’s worth of  
prosperity says

Who preaches himself  
all day long

To lead the people to heaven

Must himself separate himself 
from the face of the earth

so that his doctrine and  
life go together:

And each one is on guard here

Not to go astray in evil ways

But to follow the footsteps of Christ.

And then I think there’s a reference to Psalm 5

FURTHER TO JEFF FRIESEN’S FAREWELL



Ruth M. Schroeder
Photo by John Enns

The sun was just peering over the horizon one January morning in 2013, 
when I glanced into our balcony and beheld a most amazing sight. The 
windows were covered with a rare display of exquisite frost artistry. John 
came immediately in response to my excited call and then quickly fetched 
his digital camera. With great delight he captured this unusual scene. 
Little did we know, though, that just a few weeks later, John’s earthly 
pilgrimage would come to an end. 

Send in your stories, reflections, news, etc. to Wendy 
Dueck, Pat Turenne or Joel Rempel for the next issue 
of The Grapevine

thegrapevine.cmc@gmail.com


